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It is a common observation that elementary school children learn

second languages That from their friends. While their parents struggle

with phreee books, they are out on the playground rapidly coming to

sound like natives. They are successful at peer play despite the lack

or low level of their language knowledge. Of course this story contains

some myths. Not all children learn languages fast. But even slow chil-

dren learn nome language in peer play. Soeially confident children do

nucceed in playing with peers. Considerable social knowledge has to

underlie these trnnanctions. This social knowledge is at the root of

the rapid lnngenge learning process. It both motivnten the learning__

because lenguage is neeeeenry to some ti..te of successful transactions- -

and providers a reference frame for ncquiring meanings.

WEven after four years in a school, some can't manage to under-

stand school content. Such children need their own native
language support in school or they rick permanent retardation.
This is of course the basis for the need for bilingual education
to keep children from falling behind in school content.
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My focus in this paper will be on the successes. Ry clone observe -'

tier'. of spontaneous play between speakers and les:ners of the same age

it possible to see how children manage to bring about successful play

when they have minimal language in common, and how features Of the play

context specifically facilitate language learning.

My first contact with the issue of successful play was hearing a

child report details of a complex game, thotigh he did not yet speak the

language of the children with whom he wa playing. The semiotician Grei-

mas pointed out to me that this was possible because games are mtruc-

tured in the same ways and so even a new game could readily be under-

stood by observation of structural features. This knowledge could be

general, ns in the above case, or it could be specific knowledge of the

game being played. This kind of knowledge of expected roles, trajec-

tortes of action, and likely talk has been. clear in other work I have

done, For example, in videotaped family interaction involving children

under eight observers could predict half the time what would be said

next, at least the speaker and act, and often the specific words.

Speakers took into account the normal t-ajectoriee of action of their

hearers in estimating how to make_requests. If the action was expect-

able and part of normal routine, the requests took an unmarked form like

an imperative or statement of want.

Play is possible with a minimum of language because children

already know the schema for the type of play involved. Play is more

possible without language for some games than others. Some games are

almost entirely physical and can occur with no speech whatsoever. Even

these games usually require verbal negotiation at the start or at cer-
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tain critical junctures. These might be identifying who is to start,

whose turn it is, when a violation has occurred, or to announce some

accomplishment. But this talk ma/ be so routinized as to mama very lim-

ited demands on language knowledge. It may consist merely of a list of

names or titlea of acts. Other games are potentially entirely physical

but as normally played are accompanied by so much talk that they may be

seen as primarily a vehicle for social talk or for argument. Some card

games are good examples. At the opposite extreme are games that depend

heavily on verbal knowledge and cannot occur at all if language cannot

be understood.

The cooperative attitude of partners is an important feature of

successful play with a minimum of language facility. Since information

is not available about the wants or ideas. of one partner, except

minimally, the knowledgeable partner has got to be willing to guess what

might be intended. We have found that the capacity to guess the trajec- ,

tories of others, except in routinized cases, increases markedly after

school age. Suceensful typos of play must be extremely routinized in

the earlier years unless there is good communication.

What about language learning? Language learning always has two

prerequisites. One is the motive. exposure, and tnpacity to find

language patterns, overt or hidden. The other in the opportunity to

relate these patterns to referents and to conditions of ore. It is the

seccnd prerequisite which in moat relevant here.

There are always conceptual prerequisites for language leashing.

For example, relatively early children learn ways of indicating transi-

tivity and aspect. Structural eIgnals for these features vary with
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language. What is clear is that the child has to understand the eoncep-

tual basis for these features in order to acquire the structural signal,

whatever it is. That is, these concepts have to be present already for

language learning. That seems to be true at the earliest stages. Later

of course, language may also guide concepts. What I Aproppse today is

that there are social bases comparable to the conceptual bades for

language 1-earning.

Suppose kida are playing a card game. One of the kids says "you

deal." In saying this, the child is making a directive, naming an

action, at a certain point in the game. The word "deal" refers to a

characteristic action pattern, the same as in "he's dealing" or "he

dealt me 5 cards". But as a specific directive, it has appropriateness

conditions. To say "you deal" in the middle of a hand would be heard as

referring to the future, oddly planed, or to imply the hand Ia over. If

dealing alternate/5, to say "you deal" when the partner dealt the last

hand would also call up special accounts for the proposed change. Thum

even this simple term has a set of presuppositions relating to activity

structure. These are that only one person deals, that defile occur

before hands, and in some games that the dealer rotates.

A learner with prior knowledge of the activity structure within

which the new language to used is advantaged. Watching language learn-

ing in the context of activities helps us identify prior knowledge.

One way to see what facilitates learning is to see what conditions

make children talk best. It is clear that language is elaborated molt

rapidly when it builds on already available knowledge and interests in

very. specific ways. Labov has made this approach familiar by showing
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that social conditions radically alter speech complexity'in black chil-

dren.

Child-chosen topics are most productive of speech. With toddlers

what we see is that talking about the here and now facilitates. Tftli;ing

about the nearby but not visible is more difficult. Talking about fan-

tea), is easier than about the past which is hardest of_all. --Physical

activity or construction helps. Partners' talk can help, by supplying

questions, relevant comments, staying with the child's topic, and with

what it understandable from context, and modelling some things to Any.

This is commonly called scaffolding.

I think it can be argued that school children's play has all of

these features.' It tends to refer to the here and now. That makes it

easy for the learner to identify referents. It often involves construc-

tion or activity. And partners do a lot of scaffolding, although of

course it is unwitting, Just as it frequently is for adults.

In sum, we can expect children will learn language from peer games

when they are interested, when they share enough knowledge of the

activity to know what is going on without needing explanation, and when

the larguege used is interpretable from the context. Language ie espe-

cially easy to learn when the roles permit mirroring. An example is

greeting, which is often reciprocal. A learner who cannot determine

what to say from a model because the roles are complementary has to have

a partner willing to teach by supplying models of whet to may.

We can expect children will not learn from games when they don't

understand the game, when they are not interested, when you have to know
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actions.

The data cited below are from two studies. One ie school-based

with' obWeTvatiors of Chineseand Spanish- speaking children in Celifft-

nia schools. The other is n study of English-speaking children playing

with French friends in their homers:. in 'both groups language exposure ie.

less than a v3ar. The first children were five and six, the second five

through twelve.

1. Activity tliee

The activities about which I shall speak today are of five types.

They vary in activity content, importance of verbal information, and

atructure. Thee(' are telephone conversations, simulated soccer, card

and board games, Chinese jump rope (elastic cord), and role play or fan-

tasy gages.

1.1. play phone conversations

Telephone conversations are purely verbal, though young children

sometimes act as though they were not, for instance by showing objects

to a 'homunculus in the receiver. They can structurally be described as

follows:

Greeting

Entry

Core

Farewell

8

month old child, for example, was heard on the phone saying "Hi fine

bye." She revealed the most simple one-party structure, Greeting, reply

to an Entry, and a Farewell. The easiest parts of the phone converse-

tion to learn aro the Greeting and Farewell, since they are usually mir-

rora. ,That .Can ittet_copy.the_partner The In:try.

a mirror but cOmplementury with its reply. It in usually conventional-

ized and may have to be taught, unless the child can overhear a model.

The "fine" of the above example must have been overheard. The Core is

the most structurally complex section mince it contains any talk what-

ever. Replies to Core can, however, be conventionalized. Their learn-

ing may derive from learning formulaic replies outside of the phone con-

text. in examples later we will see how the learning of Entries and

Core begins. The telephone conversation is the extreme of a scripted

entirely verbal activity which can be taught by modelling, with the

exception, of course, of the conversational core.

ta. Soccer

At the opposite extreme.is a soccer game, in which the role of

speech is minimal and learning is primarily from observation and action.

It is not surprising that teams that do not share a language can play

soccer. Those items which require language, such se calling a penalty,

can be indicated by conventionalised gestures. In field conditions,

language does play a role at critical junctures including identifying a

goal, points, and penalties, and serving as a vehicle for emotional

expression, encouragement, end advice.

There is a a second type of language that goes with soccer games.
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That is TV announcing of games, vhich is a special register. It

includes the announcements of goala, points, and pSnalties, (hut much

more elaborated in syntax), and of course a lot of descriptive talk.

A third type in the commentary of observers who are not players,

which is leas likely to contain announcements and contains more emo-

tional expressions, encouragement, and advice. The three types may be

called the registers of p:.ayera, announcers, and observers.

My data on soccer cone from a board game which involved ekill. The

French speaking partner primarily used a TV announcer format. The

learner's speech included both the normal speech used in playing the

game--he wan, after all, playing an exciting game at the time -and con-

siderable observer talk, which war, zomplemeatery to his pertner'a TV

register. Both boys were twelve and experienced soccer players.

Soccer has a clear activity structure. The start is a kick. Who

does it is arecifLed by who is receiving benefits: at the start the

winner of a toss, later the team scored against or the defenders when

team has kicked out the ball. The ball in kept in motion in order to

achieve goals against which a goalie defends. In turn games such as

card games, the part!.cipants Alternate in action. In soccer, an in many

sports, both teams are usually in action at once. Turns apply to large

units and involve such issues as territory or role alternation. For

example, if the ball leaves the field at the side it is tonsed in by the

team which did not kick it out, at the spot it left. If the ball leaves

the field at the end, but not in the goal, it may be kicked in at the

corner--a corner kick by the offensive team. Altercations nre over con-

ditions which decide who will re-start, where, and how. (e.g. where did

the ball leave the field, who kicked the ball Dust) and whether some

rules have been violated. Fouls oc ur as rule violations, such as shov-

ing, or touching the hall with A. hands, or improper positions of for-
/

ward players. Since the game/Cannot be played without agreement on

theae points this communication is essential.

But this eaaential/ communication is not all that occurs. In addi-

tion there is "tea hing", or advice to players about what to do--kick,

get rid of it, pas , shoot. And there is evaluation of what has been

done--wow, supe , idiot. All of this language in the game and observer

registers is very simple structurally, easily learned by copying, and is

highly cont4tualized so that it in obvious what it refers to. A novice

player who etmply vetches the sequemce of °yenta could induce the rules

and have n ground for understanding the words used in the altercations.

The TV announcer, register, on the other hand, in structurally very

complex. Although it le referentially clear, its complexity Maken it

much morn inaccessible to novice speakers than the observel. register.

1.3. Elastic lump rope

Chinese jump rope or elastics is a game two or more can play. An

el/attic loop is attached around either n chair or the legs of two chil-

dren. The resulting parallel of elastic mark') a space within which one

child jumps up and down doing foot manoeuvres. The jumping in Chinese

jump rope (jeu d'eqastique) involves a specified number of repetitions'

of the manoeuvres. The difficulty increaees through the game. The turn

shifts whe. the child makes a mistake. The difficulty of the actions

depends on such factors an how high the cord in on the outside children,
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whether around ankles, knees, or hips. The difficulty regularly

increases ih respect to this feature. The children may let the player

choose the complexity of the jump, and each group of children develops

its own set of favorite manoeuvres and terminology for them. Manoeuvres'

involve jumping in and out of the elastics, stepping'on the cord, catch -

ing the elastic on the legs and twisting in various ways without break-

ing the sequence. Tn contrast to old-fashioned cord jump.rope, there is

no activity by the outhide children, no rhythm to maintain relative to a

6rning rope,.henco no verses. Outside children also have no control

over rate, fn fact their passive role gives them a great investment in

tilvaii-lyBuiTalvirtfon-Of-thn-jumper'sr-faiturear 4he--

jumper that gives them their turn.

Neceaaary talk includes establishing turns, identifying who starts,

setting height of the cord for each new child, and calling failures.

Because there are disagreements about the definitions of failure and the

exceptions to be permitted, the largest amount cf negotiating talk sur-

rounds failure. Some teaching talk can o "cur, involving describing

manoeuvres. But because the moves are complicated they are not easy to

describe or teach verbally. Also because jump rope is not a team game,

there is less of the "observer talk" register that is found in soccer,

involving directives and evaluation.

1.4. Card and board gamut

Card and board games played by the children had certain features in

common.

u) They involve games of short duration which require repeated setting-

up, or dealing of cards.

12
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b) Dealing of cards occurs at the beginning of each game, and involves

mixing the cards up, (.huffling), passing them out in n fixed order so

that cards are rnndom in distribution. Distribution continues until a

fixed number of cards for a hand is received by each player.

c) Starting may occur under special conditions, such as highest card,

position relative to the deale'r, or highest dice tons.

d) After starting, turns have a fixed order and no player can play until

the preceding player is finished.

e) In some games the events in a turn are physical, such as moving a

piece on a board after tossing dice, picking a card up from the pile,

___discarding ,-arrangingAvia_91_0Ards such as three of a kind. Some games

require verbal negotiating, such as asking for particular cards in the

game of "families" (like Authors). Some games require particular

announcements, e.g. "checkmate."

f) Turns rotate until a criterion of success is reached by one or more

players. At this point the game may end, if there is merely A win or

lose alternative. Tn some games points ere accumulated or players are

ranked by continuing to compete with survivors.

Principles a,c,d,e, and f apply also to other games such as Bocce

and jump rope. The talk surrounding these games turns on negotiating

what game to play, who is to set up, who is to start, whose turn is next

in multi-party games, announcements of intentions or results, and

disputes about whether someone has won. In all games, of course, there

are issues to Aate about rules, though the complexity of the game

and its flexibility can alter the likelihood of such disputes.

Some games are difficult to teach from demonstration. In these
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cases LLuy are only pensible if Ulu Farmers already know thu gene. In

other cases, we do see teaching by doing. Language is typically learned

by copying, since roles tend to be repeated in these games.

1.5. Role playing.

Role playing games were of two kinds. One type involves pre -

structured roles which have fairly defined activity schemata associated

with them. Examples are Teacher, which invokes a classroom scenario

with content potentially extracted from whatever the child's classroom

currently contains- -math, reading aloud, and punishments. Nurse implies

patients, objects, and activities like taking temperatures and wrapping

bandages.

The invoking of role games of thin type brings into play disputes

about who will play what role, since the named role is likely to have

more power, more interesting possessions, more obvious activities to

undertake, and less complicated negotiations needed to get what one

wants. There are often obvious complementary roles, such ea pupil,

baby, mother, sick people. Once the main role is pre-empted, the

partnere have to scramble for the most desirable remaining roles or to

define what they will do in a way to make the roles interesting. This

might involve creative choices among the alternative trajectories

able in the mein scene. For example, n pupil might refuse to comply.

In other named roles like Princess, the activities are much less

elenr end may have to be spelled out. If the indications for activity

can be shown non- verbally, the novice speaker may be 'able to manage.

But it seems clear that more fixed role schemata should be easier to for
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collaboration than novel schemata -- unless these are under the control of

the learner.

2. Play with minimal language

When.children share very little language, their play choices may be

constrained. Two twelve year old boys, for example, rejected playing

Monop9y since it was too hard to teach a novice player. They opted for

Battleship. In this board game, all that is needed ie communication

about locations, then an announcement about whether a ship was sunk.

Even with thi,e simple task there were problems. Since the locations

were indicated by a number-letter grid, the different pronunciations of

the letters E, C, and J in French and English created confusion. The

boys resolved these ambiguities by writing in the air or pointing to

printed letters. Also in this setting the dominance of the French

speaker WAS reduced and both used each other's language (letter pronun-

ciations).

2.1. Predictnble activities.

2.1.1. Soccer

In the data were some highly successful play episodes in which the

anglophone had a month or less of exposure to French. Among these was

the table soccer game. It appeared that the anglophone boy knew the

activity structure porfectly from hie own English experience as a soccer

player. He showed evidence that he knee about starting, restarting,

goals, scores, end penalties as constrained in the description above.

He also had been exposed to playing field soccer already at a frenco-

phone school and informally outside of school. His knowledge of the
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game made him a very succeasful partner. This puccese, in turn, kept

the two engaged long enough for some new language learning to occur, as

described below.

2.1.2. Role play

. Seven year old Nell successfully played the teacher role despite

very limited French by establishing a series of scenee which were fami-

liar classroom activities. One was teaching to read. Pupils read pas-

sage! successively, the teacher taught commutation in multiplication,

and the teacher ordered the pupil to certain locations and punished her

failure to comply, by whacking with a stick, All of these scenes were

Ft Oui. (runs into corner)

Nell: Non, tu viens le! Tu,Tu,Tu attends la. Viens par le.

Stgphanie, Stiphanie, alles vit.. A toi. A toi. Non! NO, YOU COME

HERE! YOU, YOU, YOU WAIT HERE. COME BACK HERE. STEPHANIE,

STEPHANIE, HURRY UP, ITS YOUR TURN. YOUR TURN. NO! (rune after

pupil with a little stick while both giggle.)

In this classroom scene the familiar :scenarios are Teaching math,

Teaching commutation, Checking, and Naughtiness punished.
11

2.1.3. Object-based ,fAntasy

direct emulation. of scenes from the French village school:

;1) Nell: C'eat moi la maItresse. Aloes, excuses moi, tu viens

ici...derriere lee enfwats. Tu viens ici. Et quoi, c'est quoi,

tol. Cent quoi, le no ri toil I'M THE TEACHER. SO, PARDON NE, YOU

COME HERE BEHIND THE CHILDREN. YOU COME HERE. AND WHAT, IT'S WHAT,

YOU, 1T'S WHAT, YOUR NAME?

F: Stdphanie..(long discussion in which a name ie nego-

tiated)

Nell: (gets out slate)! Sept.(writing on slate) Attends, attends,

c'est get, bon. Maio deux.fois Sept dgale - -- SEVEN. WAIT, WAIT.

THAT'S TT, GOOD. TWO TIMES SEVEN EQUALS-- -

F: Quatorse. 14

Nell: ou? OR?

F: Sept foie Rept-- 7x7- -

Nell: Sept foie deux dgale quatorze... 7x2.14....

Nell: Male, tu comprends, eh? YOU UNDERSTAND, DON'T YOU?

Even fantasy gases could be successful if the knowledge of their

basic conventions was shared. In the following scone five year old Kate

leads a French visitor, Eric, to two cardboard cartons, and climbs in

one:

(2) Ks En bateau, viens. IN THE BOAT, C'NON.

Kt Bateau, bateau, BOAT, BOAT (They both get in boxes

and continue talking)

E: Attention! rrrrrrrrr. LOOK OUT! (motor roars) (K talks to her-

self in English)

K: En bateau. Houp La, en bateau. IN THE BOAT, IN YOU GO, IN THE

BOAT.

Et J'aimersi doubler....la route...rrrr. I'D LIKE TO BASS...THE

ROAD...

Et Mats pas tea piedsrla. DON'T PUT YOUR FEET HERE.

Kt Attention! LOOK OUT! (both tip over laughing)

Ks En bateau!

1 7
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E: En bateau! Au necoure! On change de bateau. IN THE BOAT! HELP! .

WE'RE CHANCING BOATS. .(They climb in each other's boat)

In this scene, there is a bit of parallel play in which Kate talks to

herself in English and it seems that Eric may be in a car rather than a

boat, but it may merely be two passing motorboats. The major impression

of the scene was the high degree of success in joint play, with the

Francophone even emulating the novice's turns. This success seems to

come from the fact that imagining entering and driving boats/cars, pass-

ing, possibly crashing, tipping over, and exchanging vesaels are a stan-

dard exploitation of a familiar theme.
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(3) Keegan, but. Ddgagel GOAL. CET RID OF IT!

The learner's ability to evaluate and to. name plays rested on his

prior knowledge of the sequence of events, along with the vocabulary to

produce a reasonable participation verbally as player and observer,

though his topics were much more restricted than his partner's (the

partner used TV announcer register). .He talked of goals, shots, getting

rid of the ball (ddguge) and listed the score.

2.2. Contextualised formulae

2.2.1. Soccer

The highly situated use of language makes new terminology or new

phrases intelligible even to speakers who know relatively little. The

routines of soccer were conspicuous by their repetition. The learner,

despite hie extremely limited French, was very vocal. He was extremely

excited by the game. He spoke on almost every move, mostly to express

excitement. He already. knew such vocabulary as the French for shoot,

goal, get-rid-of-it (cIdgege), penalty (which he pronounced as a French

word), and such French exclamations as "bravo" and "oo la la", praise

such as "well played" and of course counting for the score. Some time

might be verbally limited, like "Woe," or "Ooh la le" and others were

more elaborete, like "S'il to plait, non" PLEASE NO. He also evaluated

pinys, nn in "Oh, super, oh. Corner, Keegan, super, Keegan." (Keegan 18

the name of a well-known player.) He named or called plays, se in:

2.2.2. Turn exchanges

Another routinized context was negotiating ,turns. Turn .exchange is

a fundamental principle of games. The terminology of turns is essen-

tially property or territory claiming terminology, such as "Nine", which

is among the first moves learned by children in both first and second

languages. For example, in the soccer and card game session of the

'English child in France less than a month, already there ist

(4) Nerci. A toi. OK. THANKS. YOUR TURN. OK. .

A more advanced exchange is a series listing for successive turns

in a group,ae follows:

(5) El: C'est toi (to E2) IT'S YOUR TURN.

F11 C'estmoi, Rachel. IT'S NINE, RACHEL.

El: Et puie toi. AND THIN YOU.

Et Et puis moi. AND THEN NE.

A more complex exchange is turns in playing roles, as in thin very early

example:
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( E . 1 P: Qui c'es'Iqui commence ri etre In meltresse? WHO STARTS AS THE

TEACHER?

Nell: C'est quoi in mnitresse? C'est moi In tuiltresse premier, et

done toi. et apres, toi to maitrease. Tu comprende WHAT'S THE

TEACHER? I'M THE TEACHER FIRST, THEN YOU AND AFTER, YOU ARE THE

,.TEACHER. UNDERSTAND?

Examples like these appeared in almost every game from the earliest

stages.

40

2.2.3. Telephone play

Telephone play provides good examples of learning because of the

predictnbility of routines. in our second-language data, we found a

five year old with a dialog system, but as simple as "Hi fine bye" in

the replies given:

(1) Greetings: (Hello > - Hello.

Core: <Question or etatement> -Yes.

Farewell: <Bye>-Bye.

This was a child whose knowledge of French was very simple. Her

incomprehension of the questions is shown in the following:

(8) (I won't atop it [cassette] if you may so.) -- Yes.

In her case, structural knowledge let her participate in boundary

greetings and farewells but was too primitive for her to get into a

core, which celled on vocabulary about topics.

Phone conversations contnin scripted segments nt the beginning and

end. These routines are leaned feat. They are similar to other

encounter routines, and are modelled by the partner. The problem is

going beyond the routine. In the following, a Spanish speaker after 7

months in English replied to an entry, although the routine was

mismatched.

(9) Rosa: Hello

Emily: What's you doin?

Rosa: Fine.

Emily: My mommy told me to go to ec 001.

Rosa: Me too.

Emily: Ok bye. I'll call you ba.A tomorrow.

Roan: OK Bye.

In thia conversation Rosa (Spanish -s eking) has formulae for Greeting,

Entry, and Farewell. The formula fo replying to an Entry doesn't dif-

ferentiate between the two possible ntries, "how are you" and "what you

doin". In fact Emily's entry, "Whatlyou doin", is more typical of these

children. The reason for Rosa's reply is clear. "Fine" is a asmanti-

cally empty routine. Replies to 'What you doin?" require more produc-

tive skill. The Core requires prodiuctive skill too, but the child's

4.

formula, "me too" appropriately fiOn the turn.

2.1. Gestural support,
I

11These examples have shown t at even with very simple language

l:nowledge, children can play suctsfully on the basis of their activity

knowledge. A ma* tactic for sol ing the limitation in their language

knowledge is to use gesture or communication and for teaching_the -
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partner.

2.3.1. Card games

Card games have such predictable properties that it is relatively

easy to teach the common games. In the following situation the novice is

trying to teach a game in which the person laying down the higher card

takes the pair.

(10) A toi

Moi

Toi.

Moi!

Sept.

Troia quatre. Toi.

Neuf huit.

Yo a!

Merci.

A toi.

In this sequence the teaching was done entirely by naming an outcome and

letting the situation teach, until a reversal on the fifth move to nam-

ing the circumstances and on the sixth to naming both. The sixth move

enn be glossed as "If I have three and you four, it yours."

When the same boy (twelve) tried to teach boi to playa more com-

plex game, Snap, in which the winner is the one who says "Snap" first

when. the cards laid down by both players have the stmt numbee, he had to

demonstrate:
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(11) Two, two, Snap, OK?

So, Marcel, pair, OK?

2.3.2. Soccer

The most elaborated efforts to communicate occurred when hej wanted .

to impose a penalty, and did not have enough vocabulary to /explain.

First, he set up the idea of what a penalty kick would look ltift!

(12) Marcel! Tu(gestures) ...cOmme ca. Balle...tzn! Penal-ty. OK?

Marcel! YOU....LIKE THAT. BALL tzn. PENALTY. OK? .

The missing semantic elements, the verbs, were cted out..

Having established how to act out a penalty in the game, the boy

asked for a penalty when hie opponent'a man bumped one of his:

(13) Marcel! Tu....lahoves Marcel]...pen-al-ty. OK? Yes? OK.

Although.the game was highly successful and the actions were well

coordinated, there were some differences in how language was used. For

example, in the second poocer session a month later the francophole con-

tinued in the third-person vein of a TV announcer, whereas the anglo-

phone, in the interchanges involving the same scene, used first end

second person pronouns as if he were an observer or player.

2.1.1 Hole-lityinf

Even in role-playing games knowledge of structure can make moves

intelligible, if they have enough gestural support. In role pay the

first moves are to identify the east of characters and who will play

what part and with what props. In the following scene, Lee, the older
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sister, chose the most desirnble role; Nurse, with nll its equipment.

he sent her guest out of the room with her younger sister until the

Nurse was ready to receive patients. So the other two hnd to negotiate

the remnining roles:

(14) Ariel: Oui vs i'Are in maman, et puis la soeur, eh? WHO WILL BE THE

MOM, AND THEN THE SISTER, HUHN?

F: Moi.. Moi, je Buie la maman. ME, ME I'LL BE MAMA.

Lee: La soeur? THE :SISTER? (getting out nurse gear)

F: C'est moi la maman. I'M THE MOM.

Lee: Oui . (continues taking out gear and arranging)

F: C'est qui l'enfant? WH1 THE CHILD?

Ariel: Moi . ME.

Lee:C'eSt Ariel. ITS ARIEL.

F: Regnrde. LOOK (playing with stuffed animal)

Lee: C'est quoi? IT WHAT9

Ariel: Ile sent no bdbds. THEY'RE OUR RABIES.

F: Tls sont les bdbds. C'est eux qui sont mnladea. Viens. On va e .

la maison. On telephone ti toi._Oul. Oh, ils pont malades. I1 fnut

tdldphoner n l'hopital. THEY ARE OUR BABIES. IT'S THEM WHO ARE

SIC K. COME ON. WE ARE Gum HOME. WE're GONNA TELEPHONE YOU. YEAH.

OH, THEY'RE SICK. WE HAVE TO TELEPHONE '211E HOSPITAL.: (they go to

Ariel'a room to wait).

Ariel: Non, elle eat elide dans mon lit. No, she's in my bed.

In this scene the novice participant who was younger than the other two

succeeded in renegotiating the roles. Being A baby with two adults did

net suit her, so she took the presence of the animals as a chance to

become on a par with the older French visitor, who, herself excluded by

the Nurse, was eager to cooperate. A good deal of the exchange which

followed while they waited the Nurse's permission to visit was accom-

plished by Ariel's careful preparation of beds, culminating in her sabo-

tage of the Nurse by bringing a mattress to the hospital and then steal-

ing some Nurse gear. Neither her age nor linguistic handicap prevented

this resistance and restructuring of the play.

The Nurse scene was a role with pro - structured complementary roles

such as mothers and babies who could be patients. Linguistically

unskilled anglophones also succeeded in efficient play in more unstruc-

tured roles, as in the case below where five year old Kate succeeded in

directing the play of her visitors:

(15) Kate: Toi le petit princesse et moi le grand princess et Michel le

grand...roi. YOU THE LITTLE PRINCESS AND ME THE BIC PRINCESS AND

MICHEL THE BIC...XING.

le princesse. Et elle et moi More. Et et toi viens of et et

donnen le ga. EH, YOU SANTA CLAUS, NO, MICHEL SANTA CLAUS. AND

YOU THE PRINCESS AND ME THE PRINCESS. AND SHE AND ME SLEEP. AND

AND YOU COME AND AND AND GIVE THE THAT.(pointing to music box)

Virs: Non, jai regu ma noel. NO I'VE HAD CHRISTMAS. Kates Non,

parce que Noel est est le garcon. C'est toi le noel. NO, BECAUSE

NOEL TS A BOY. IT'S 'YOU NOEL. Ding dong (K. hides heroes). Toi

ga, toi ca, on (music box). YOU THAT YOU THAT. Oui et oui, toi, et

tot vilain, comme ca, et comme ca. Comme Ca est vilain. (shows

spanking, then covers her eyes pretending to sleep) (Michel spanks)

YES AND YES, YOU, AND YOU NAUGHTY, LIKE THAT, AND LIKE THAT. LIKE
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THAT IS NAUGHTY.

(La ter)

Kate: Attends, et qa pour Noel, ea de, qa pour elle et ca pour moi.

(gives chain to Noel to give V, and necklace for herself.) WAIT,

AND THAT FOR SANTA CLAUS. THAT FOR HER AND THAT FOR /4'.

Michel, moi tout ea apres, moi tout qa aprea. MICHEL, ME ALL THAT

AFTER, ME ALL THAT AFTER.

Michel: D'accord. OK.

The remarkable succeaa of episodes like this, which have relatively,

primitive language but a lot of reliance on gesture, depends ultimately

on the cooperation of partners. What was most striking about these

episodes was how clearly the social dynamic:, came through. Ycunger

siblings sometimes succeeded, despite their more abbreviated French, in

dominating the play of the older children, when there was sibling

rivalry. Just be limited vocabulary restricts play only slightly, lim-

ited language does not hobble the children who want to disagree or dom-

inate or govern the types of play.

3. Language learning language through play

3.1. Imitation

The most obvious examples of the learning of language through play

were immediate repetitions of the utterances of the other players.

5.1.1' 422 Sal

In the following text, a dispute develops over whether catching a

h4 1 in the cord counts as a failure or not. As in the earlier turn-

2 f'
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taking argument, F1 and E2 seem to be allied against their siblings.

(16) Ruth: Ah failli! Talons comptent pea. MISTAKE! HEELS DON'T COUNT.

Sophie:(juaper) C'est talons! IT'S HEELS.

Britt: C'est talons. Alles! IT'S HEELS. GO ON!

Georges: Faillil MISTAKE!

This argument went on through twelve turns . The least experienced

French speaker was Britt, who in such arguments typically copied a

model..

The talk in the jump rope scenes was always about the activity. It

was not formulaic however. There were narrow range of topics, whose

turn it was, where the elastic was to be set, whether a mistake had

occurred, whether certain mistake': counted, how to do n particular move.

Because of the narrow range of issues, the talk is relatively interpret-

able from context. In jump-rope a critical point is the negotiation of

turn exchanges by calling mistakes. Then there can be disputes about

exemptions:

(17) In this soene, Anna had caught her heel on the rope. El: Ah,

failli! Talon' comptent pas. Talons comptent pas. FAULT! HEELS

DON'T COUNT. HEELS DON'T COUNT.

Anna: C'est talons, hein7 ITS HEELS, HUH?

E2: C'est talonu. Allen! IT'S HEELS. CO ON1

In thin scene Betty gets in by pioking up on the phrase of Anna and

adding to it the formula for continuation.

in the following Chinese jump rope scene, there is a dispute about

both who will play and who will start:
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(18) Sophie; Premier! FIRST! for naming.

Georges (younger brother): Jo peux jouer? CAN I PLAY?

Ruth; Si to veux, oui. IF YOU WANT TO, YES.

Sophie(older sister): Non, non, nous trois. NO NO, US TURFY.

Britt (younpr'r siste of F11: None trots. US mHREE.

Sophie: Seulement nous trots. ONLY US THREE.

Ruth: Non, ca ye mieux /wee quatre. NO, IT'S BETTER WITH FOUR.

In this case, the younger anglophone (Britt) collaborated with the

Francophone, and merely repeated "nous trois." Her older sister, who was

much more competent in French, not only recognized the self-invitation

but disputed Sophie's decision and defended her view with an argument.

3.1.2. Soccer

The soccer game was filled with instances of learning through
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(20) Anno: On change de Jeu, oh. LET'S CHANGE GAMES HUN.

Karla: Je suie..I.M...

Anne: Non, on change. NO, WE'LL CHANGE.

Karla: Ah, oui.

Anne; On range. WELL PUT THINGS AWAY. (begins to)

Karla: On rangv.

3.2. Later copies

In addition to immediate copying, there are delayed copies, in

which the new terms were stored and used later, as in the examples.

1.2.1. Soccer

(21) Maroon Voila un tir tree haut quo noun ne pouvons pars suivre avec

immediate repetition. As the partner gave hie TV commentary he produced le camdra, un tir...(ball shoote) HERE'S A SHOT THAT'S AO HIGH THE

many examples of vocabulary concerning the game with the learner picked

up .

(10 Marcel: Cost un but super. IT'S A SUPER GOAL, br. C. .1: Oui,

super.

Marcel: Le gardien ddgege. THE GOALIE.GETS IT GOING.

Carl: Degage, oh, non. GETS IT GOING. OH NO.

3.1.3. Board games

Predictable board game activities provide routines which can be

named and the names copied. Thu cycle of finishing and re-setting the

pieces of the game for a new round keeps presenting the same ca egories

CAMERA CAN'T FOLLOW IT, A SHOT..

Carl: oh non.

Marcel: Personne au centre. NOBODY AT CENTER.

Carl: Un tir, ooh. A SHOT, 00Hp

(22) Macel: 1/raiment superbe ce but. REALLY SUPERB, THAT GOAL.

Carl: C'est un...oh le le. IT'S A..011 OH.

Marcel: Bon, of voili un attaque encore. GOOD, AND HERE'S ANOTHER

ATTACK.

Carl: Oh non.

Marcel: Lee rouges deIgegent per lour gardien, et un rouge est

position eur la belle. THE RED GOALIE PUTS THE BALL IN MOTION, AND
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A RED IS IN POSITION WITH THE BALL: Because the reply to the Entry ie too demanding, Nora aLsply oopied the

Carl: Oui. model.

Marcel: Et it marque un but magnifique! HE MAKES A MAGNIFICENT
3.3.1. Board game

GOAL!

Carl: Keegan, superbe. In the following card game called "Twist", the player lays down a

The speaker may simply see the term "tu commence" as a directive

routine located et the beginning of the game cycle.

3.3. Explicit instruction

Of course, partners can teach language direotly. This did not usu-

ally happen in the high-activity game since meanings mapped so readily

and vividly. It does happen in phone conversations which are not scaf-

folded by physical redundancies. How the child Entry is learned is

revealed in the following text from Fillmore, 1976s

Nora (Spanish-speaker): Hello. Come to my house, please.

E: Who are you?

Nora: Nora.

E: Nora, you've'got to say "What are you doing?"

Nora: What are you doing?

E: Making cookies. What are you doing?

oard which suet be matched either in suit or number by the next player.

If that player cannot do so, a draw from the deck is in order.

(23) Anne-Maria: C'est quatre, one up. IT'S FOUR, ONE-UP!

Ruth: Un di de carreau. A TEN OF DIAMONDS.

Anne-Marie: Dix ou carreau. TEN OR DIAMONDS.

Ruth: Dix ou carreau, oui.

Britt: Alles, Anne - Marie. GO ON.

Anne - Marie: Tres bien, Ruth, je,t'applaudis. VERY GOOD, RUTH. I

CONGRATULATE YOU.

In this text, Anne-Marie clearly plays the teacher role, correcting

both the phrasing and pronunoiation of Ruth, and even otups the game to

evaluate, as a teacher should.

In the following game of "Jeu de Amailles"..the learner both sakes

an error of'pronunciation and a mistake in identifying what she wants:

Nora: Making cookie*, too. In this gams players ask for a speoific card which is identified by fam-

E: Ok, bye. ily(in sets of four) and by number or identity.

Nora: Bye.

In this text, the friend oriticised Nora for leaping into an invitation

without en appropriate entry. Invitations normally precede the

farewell. In this case the friend explicitly taught the Entry form.

(24) Nell: Tu as des families des cer9 HAVE YOU FAMILIES OF DEER?

F: Le quoi? WHAT?

Nell: Cer.

F: Ceril

3 0 3.1
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Nell: Oui.
Karle; Oh Je suis Jaune et toi rouge, uh. I'M YELLOW AND YOU'RE

F: Le combien? WHICH ONE?
RED.

Nell: Cerf. DEER. Anne: Tu commence, tu commence. YOU BEGIN. YOU BEGIN.

F: Le combien. WHICH. ONE? Karla. Comm--uh.

Nell: Cerf, tu comprenda? DEER, UNDERSTAND?

F:Oui.

Nell: Non?

F: Non. Le le un do la famille cheval. NO. THE THE ONE FROM THE

HORSE FAMILY.

Nell: Non. La famille de chien. NO. THE DOG FAMILY.

?: I,e combien. WHICH ONE?

Nell: Chien. DOG.

F: Le quatre? La grand -mere?

Nell: Oh oh. Attends, le quatre. OH OH. WAIT, THE FOUR.

F. Le quatre?

Nell: Oui. Family , uh, le family de chat. Oh, trois, merci. YES.

FAMILY, UH, THE FAMILY OF CATS. OH, THREE, THANKS.

Turn shift is so familiar (wait your turn! take turns!) that it is

a basis for learning new vocabulary. In the following scene the anglo-

phone knows :anent no French. Although she is thirteen, her French is

se primitive that her friend speaks "foreigner style" to her.

0q) Anne: "u as gagnel. Tu premier, toi, un. YOU WON. YOU FIRST. YOU,

ONE.

Karin: unh.

Anne: Morn, tel go, toi. Tu commence. SO YOU GO.YOU. YOU START.

Later:
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Anne. Tu commence, oui. YOU START, plo.

Later:

Karla: Duel- quelle-couleur- couleur? WHAT- WHAT- COLOR- COLOR?

Anne: Uh,'ben Jaune, Jaune. WELL, YELLOW. YELLOW.

Karla: Tu commence. YOU BEGIN.

In this case the referent-for the word "commence" is obvious from

the activity sequence. Tho.anglophone knows the words "tu". and "toi" so

she knows the utterance is about her. She also knows that restart is

in order. So she infers correctly what "commence" must mean. Yet the

meaning of "start" is not tangible. It refers to beginning a new game,

which is a construct based on an abstract notion of the game as a cycle.

.3.4. Problems

Language weaknesses are important to examine too. There are obvi-

ously cases where communication fails. What makes these different?

Rebourse to the mother tongue is one kind of evidence, recourse to the

experimenter, to explain, eaues where the partner's speeoh is simply too

complex to copy. We have already noted that Carl's soccer speech was

much es complex than Marcel's and often had to be responsive to the

game rather than to Marcel's TV announcer speech.

In the following cases, there seemed to be some defect in explana-

tion because the complexity of idea surpassed the language resources.
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(26) (Marcel took a pair of cards Karl thought he had won) Carl:

Marcel: oh.

Carl: Whoa! (.hakes finger)
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Nell: C'est quoi la mattresse? C'est, moi le mattresse

premier...et donc toi le...et aprIs toi le mattresse Tu comprends?

WHAT'S THE TEACHER? I'M THE TEACHER FIRST, THEN YOU. AFTER, YOU

THE TEACHER. UNDERSTAND?

(27) Britt: Pas ea. Non, pas un carreau. Deux, c'est epdcial. Est -

ce...si tu n'as pus un,deux, alore tu, uh, deux cartes. Alors, 3.4.2. Argument.,

c'est pas toi, c'est pas tom, c'est Ruth. Ruth, it's your turn to

begirt'. NOT THAT. NO, NOT A DIAMOND. TWO IS SPECIAL. IS IT...IF

YOU DON'T HAVE A TWO, THEN YOU..OH, TWO CARDS. THEN, IT'S NOT YOU,

IT'S NOT You IT'S RUTH. RUTH, IT'S YOUR TURN TO BEGIN.

1.4.1. Role assiOitent

In the following role playing text, the children negotiate the

teacher role but in addition the anglophone adds the idea of taking

turns in it.

(28) Ft C'eat la maltrosse. (Nell is getting out slate and chalk)

Nell: Toi ou'uoi? Quoi, la mattress.? C'est quoi la me tress.?

Toi ou oi? YOU OR ME? WHAT'S THE TEACHER? YOU OR ME?

F: Comae tu veux.,AS YOU WISH. YOU OR ME?.

Nell: C'est .oi un petit peu it c'est toi un petit peu. ITS ME A

LITTLE AND THEN IT's YOU.

F: C'eet qui qui commence? WHO STARTS?

Nell: C'est qui qui commence? WHO STARTS?

F: iitre l'eqive. TO BE PUPIL.

Nell: Je ne comprends pea. I DON'T UNDERSTAND.

F: Qui c'est qui commence a titre mattress.. WHO STARTS OUT AS

TEACHER?

The most ultimately taxing form of language uue is an 'argument,

when many dispirit. language resources may be marshalled. In the follow-

ing episode between Chinese speakers, the English argument had a very

simple structure; and finally when the repetitive idea was inadequate

the children reverted to Chinese for the sore complex insult. Juut a

fragment is given from longer text in Ervin-Tripp 1981.

(29) B: Ply father, bigger your father.

et You father big big .big big big.

B: My father, uh, bigger you father.

et My.father my father like that! (stands, reaches high)

Bt My father.stronger your father.

et My father like that! (arms wide)

Bt for-4I hit you!

(In eh nos.): .

B: I' gonna tell your father that you steal things!

et When have I stolen things?

B: You, you stole Arthur's getting serried thing (ring).

et hunh-uh!

B: You stole, you stole my oar and give it to Arthur!

et Your car! (sarcastic)

Bs You, I hit you! Hit you! When we go outside, I'm gonna hit you!
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(pointing to C's forehead)

C: Well, you'll have to run very fast.

B: When you grow up and you steal, your wife isn't going to like

you.

Arguments are entirely verbal. There is no way that the-01inch line '

in this argument could be learned from any ritualised seqence like the

activity words in routines accompanying action or even the script of

phone conversations. This shows us the limits of the scaffolding sup-

plied by activity supports end scripts such as phone conversation

frames.

4. Conclusions.

Our original question wns how children accomplish successful play

when they share language only minimally. We hoped through studying such

--
interaction to find what presupposed etructuren are present in

children's knowledge of activities, how language is used in different

types of play, and how the prior knowledge scaffelde the child's verbal

interaction and language learning during play, or failing that what

remedies a Child has whose language knowledge is too primitive for the

demands of the game.

1) We found that in different types of games children appear to

routinely use their activity knowledge as though there were no language

barrier Certain issues were highlighted repeatedly in the games, namely

turn tnking, rulen, penalities, identifying successes, and negotiating

differences. These are quite typical of monolingual play, too.

2) Language uee differs considerably in various activities. We

3 (3
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have differentiated between four types of talk in games: essential,

social-expressive, dispute, and secondary registers. Non-verbal games'

are those in which talk is not only not essential but interferes. In

some physically organised games such as sports, talk is not essential

but other kinds of ancillary talk is frequent, Actual playing does not

require language except to identify major events that mark changes in

activity. The expressive talk accompanying games is interpretable

because it accompanies unambiguous action. Disputes can be hard to

learn because they may be syntactically compleX. There are some

optional additional talk, types, like observer advice in soccer which mei,

have high learnabilit Y. while others, like TV register, are hard to

learn.

3) Yactors which seemed to facilitate learning were redundancy with

action which made words meaningful, availability of simple models to

copy, and cooperative attitudes by the partner which led to instruction

or willingnes to interpret the learner's tries.

4),The foundation for the children's language learning in play is

heir prior knowledge of the activity structure of the general type or

in complex games the specific game itself.

5) The language learned in games varlets in complexity. The easiest

tp learn appear to be syntactically simple, higgly, repetitive formulae.

These are probably the least "progressive" from the standpoint of eyntai

variety and complexity. The child's social success and sense of partici-

pation through the language are different benefits.

3'1
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